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1. Introduction. We study closure operators (A*Z)A, AC.B* implies

A*dB*) on a partially ordered set. Closures in algebra depart from topol-

ogy in that iA\JB)*=A*\JB* fails, and the domain of operation is usually

not a boolean algebra, but only a lattice. Closure is strongly related to the

concept of the galois correspondence (§3). The idea of general galois corre-

spondences with two basic properties as a method for studying the general

galois theory of relations and mathematical structures was first expressed by

O. Ore in his Colloquium Lectures in Chicago, 1941 [ll](2). Every closure

arises from a galois correspondence between two partially ordered sets. Every

galois correspondence between complete lattices of subsets of two sets is de-

fined by a binary relation between the elements of the sets. Every closure on

a complete lattice of subsets of a set is extensible to all subsets. Every closure

on all subsets of a set £ is defined by a binary relation between £ and another

set. Every topological closure on a boolean algebra of subsets of a set is ex-

tensible to one on all subsets. A generalization of Krull's topology for the

automorphism group of an algebraic field is obtained, and applied to charac-

terize the regularly closed subspaces of the conjugate space of a Banach space.

A necessary and sufficient condition is given for the existence of a topological

closure on all subsets of a group with closure operator (*) on its subgroup

lattice, such that a group is (*) closed if and only if it is topologically closed.

This is combined with results of Baer on primary groups to topologically

characterize the subgroups "closed" under the galois correspondence between

£ and its automorphism group. A metric, totally disconnected topological

group may be defined in the automorphism group by using Krull's methods

on the subgroups of £ of bounded period.

2. Closure operators. Let $ be a partially ordered set with elements

A, B, C, • ■ ■ and order relation O)- A closure operator (cf. [16]) on Iß

is a correspondence A —k<4* on 'iß to ^3 subject to

Cl. A*Z)A. C2'. ^C£* implies ,4*CB*.
C2. A**=A*.
C3. ACB implies A*CB*.

Presented to the Society, September 13, 1943; received by the editors May 29, 1943.

(!) The author is deeply indebted to Professor Oystein Ore for the privilege of reading parts

of his unpublished manuscript for the Colloquium Lectures while Sterling Fellow at Yale, 1941.

This indebtedness is heaviest in §3 where the concepts, notation, and terminology are due to Ore.

C) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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It is trivial to verify the equivalence of Cl, C2' with Cl-3.

In case ^5 is a lattice (union V, intersection i~\) a closure operator may

satisfy one or more of the additional properties

C4. (AVB)*=A*VB*.
C5. 0*=0 (if $ contains a zero: 0O4, all A City).

C6. P, Q minimal over 0 (points) and P* = Q* implies P = Q.

C7. For every point P, P*=P.

C8. (AC\B)*=A*C\B*.
Denote by (S the class of all "closed" elements C (for which C* = C).

Theorem 1. If ty is a partially ordered set with a Cl-3 closure (*), then the

set (S of closed elements has the properties :

(SI. If Ca are elements of (S and C\Ca exists in ty then C\Ca is in (S and is

a g.l.b. of the Ca relative to (S.

(S2. If Ca are elements of (S and VC<* exists in ty then ( VC«)* is in (S and

is a l.u.b. of the Ca relative to (S.

63. If {Ca\ is the set of all CG(S/or which C~)A, then f~~\Ca exists in ty

and is A*.

Corollary 1. If ty is a (conditionally) complete lattice, so is (S under the

same order.

Corollary 2. If X—*X* is a Cl-3 closure on the lattice (boolean algebra)

ty of all subsets of a set, then the closed sets form a complete lattice.

The proofs are trivial. For example (S3: If A CC, then A*<ZC* = Ca, and

A* is a lower bound of the Ca. However, if 7?C every Ca, A* is itself a Ca~)A,

and BCA*.
We may even begin, following E. H. Moore [10], with a set of-undefined

"closed" elements and define A* by means of them, thus:

Theorem 2. If ^3 is a partially ordered set, with unit 1, and a subset (S con-

taining 1 and containing, for each AÇzty, the intersection of all CZ)A, CGS,

then the definition A* = P\(G; CÇz&, CZ)A) is a Cl-3 closure.

Proof. Cl is trivial. Since A* is in (S, A** = C\(C; CG6, CDA*)CA*. If
ACB, the set (C; C£(S, CDB) is a subset of (C; CG(S, CD A). Hence A*CB*.

The concept of closure introduced here departs from its topological source

in two directions. The domain of the operator need not be the boolean algebra

of all subsets of a set, or indeed a boolean algebra at all ; and moreover, the

restrictive properties C4, C6, C7 are not assumed. There seems some reason

for hoping that a highly developed theory of such operators may throw light

on many algebraic structures which are usually lattices rather than boolean

algebras, and admitting closures satisfying C3 rather than C4.

Example 1. ^5 is the boolean algebra of all subsets of a set, A* the topologi-

cal closure of subset A ; properties Cl-7 hold.
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Example-2. Iß is the boolean algebra of all subsets A of a group, A* is the

subgroup generated by elements of A ; Cl-3 hold, but not C6, 7, 4.

Example 3. "iß is the boolean algebra of all subsets A of the quotient field

S of domain of integrity 35, A* the general Prüfer ideal generated by the ele-

ments of A. (A Prüfer ideal [12] is defined as a class {A } Ci5 associated with

the subset AC.%, subject to AC {A\ ; £C {A } implies {£}C {A}; {single

elementa} = principal ideal 35a; a £ \A } implies a/3G {-4/3}). Iß satisfies Cl-3.

Thus Dedekind ideals, SS-ideals, Sl-ideals are examples.

Example 4. ^ß is the lattice of positive integers A, with AZ)B meaning

"A divides B." Define A* as the product of all the distinct prime factors of A.

One verifies Cl-4, C8! There are no points in $.

Example 5. ^ß is the boolean algebra of subsets A of the unit square, A* the

"direct product* of the projections Ax and Ay of A. More generally, the pro-

jective boolean algebras of Ulam [15] are examples. One verifies Cl-3, C7,

not C4.

Example 6. ty is lattice modul [6; p. 105], with 0 the zero of addition,

i4*=^4V0, the positive part of A; Cl-4 hold.
As we shall see in the next section, all closure operators on partially

ordered sets arise, many in a natural manner, from the general galois corre-

spondences. We defer further examples to that place.

3. Galois correspondences. We now summarize Ore's theory(')- Let ty, C

be partially ordered sets, admitting a pair of correspondences (7), £—*C(P)

on % to C, and Q-*^(Q) on O to <ß, subject to

Gl. PiDP2 implies Q(£i)CO(£2), and QiDQ2 implies ViQOC^iQt).
G2. <ßO(£)D£, and C^(Q)DQ.

Theorem 3 (Ore). The operator £—>£* = $O(£) is a closure satisfying

Cl-3. The element P is closed (£ = £*) if and only i}P = ^(Q) }or some Q£C

7/ ^ß, O are complete ordered, the correspondences (y) define dual isomorphisms

of the lattices of closed elements, and $ ( VQa) = t^tyiQa)-

Verification of Cl, C3 is trivial. For C2, note that G$Q(£) = 0(P). For

PC9Cl(P) implies CiP)DCVCiP) while C^(CP)DCP. The condition
for £ closed follows immediately. Complete order in ^ß, O implies the same

for their lattices of closed elements by Corollary 1. Cf. [6; p. 25]. Finally,

VQaDQ« implies <ß(V<2„)C<ß«2a), and $(Ve.)Cn$((?a). But n$(Qa)
CWQa) implies C(r\yQa)DCy(Qa)DQa, C(r\$Qa)DVQa, and r\f(Qa)
CVC(r\SßQa)C^(VQa).

Ore calls a Gl, 2 correspondence (y) a galois correspondence, and under

such, tyC(P) the galois closure of £.

The equivalence of the ideas of closure and galois closure is emphasized

by the following theorem.

Theorem 4. If $ is a partially ordered set with Cl-3 closure £—>£* and
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closed elements (S, and O is t/he partially ordered set of all subsets Q of (S whose

intersections exist in $, then the correspondences (y): P—*!&(P) = (all C£(S;

OP) and Q^(Q) = (~\(all elements of Q) are galois Gl, 2, and P* = ÇO(P).
Thus every closure is a galois closure.

Proof. Gl. That PiDPi implies Q(Pi)CO(Ps) is trivial; (200* implies
^(öi)D^(Ö2)> since C\(Qi) Cevery element of Qlt hence of Q2. O(P) is in Q

by S3 of Theorem 1.

G2. <P0(P)=n(C; CGC, OP)-.P*D.P by S3 of Theorem 1 and Cl.
Also Oy(Q) = (C; CG<S, CDC\(Q))DQ, for every element of Q is in 6 and

DH(©.
Example 7. Let 7i be a set, ^5 the lattice of all partitions (equivalence rela-

tions) of the elements of ¿2; POPs means Pi is a refinement of P2; Q is the

lattice of all subgroups of the full symmetric group © (all 1-1 transforma-

tions) of E onto E. Let ty(Q) be the partition defined by the equivalence rela-

tion 0=6 meaning a = by for some 7GO, and O(P) the group leaving the

classes of P undisturbed. This is a galois correspondence. Indeed G. Birkhoff

[5] proves (a) every partition is galois closed, and Q(VPa) =nOP« (see

Theorem 3), also (b) £t(Pii\Pi) =0(Pi) VO(Ps). Thus the partition lattice

^J is isomorphic to the lattice (S(O) of "closed" subgroups of ©.

However, most examples of closure operators arising naturally from galois

correspondences involve ^J's which are lattices of subsets of a set. We turn

now to these.

4. Galois correspondences for lattices of subsets. G. Birkhoff [6; p. 24]

and O. Ore [ll] have studied this case. We shall attempt to show the relation-

ship between their viewpoints.

Birkhoff considers galois correspondences arising from a binary relation p

between the elements of two sets IT and ß, so that for every pair pQ.1l, g£ß

either ppq or not. For every subset PCn define QP(P) =(q; o£ß; ppq, all

pGP), and for CCß define %(Q) = (p; pETl; ppq, all qGQ). These are galois
correspondences for the lattices fy, O of all subsets P, Q of II, ß respectively.

Ore, in his work on relations, begins from the following standpoint. Let

II, ß be sets, 0(11), ^(ß) families of subsets PCII, (?Cß respectively. A galois

correspondence is defined as any dual mapping P—>d(P) on 0(11) to ^(ß)

and Q->y(Q) on 0(ß) to 0(11), subject to Gl, 2.

Theorem 5. Every Birkhoff correspondence defines an Ore correspondence.

Conversely, if the families <i>(Tl), ̂(ß) of an Ore correspondence are closed under

(unrestricted) union and intersection, and cover H, ß respectively, then the Ore

correspondence is defined by a binary relation between II owd ß.

The first statement is immediate, using for 0(11), ^(ß) the families of all

subsets of IT, ß respectively.

Suppose now an Ore correspondence is given between families 0(11) and
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i^(ß) as stated. Define the binary relation ppq between II and ß to mean that

there exists a QÇL4(ty such that pG$((?) and q£.C$(Q). This binary rela-

tion defines the Birkhoff correspondences ^p(0 and QP(£) for all subsets

£Cn, <2Cil We need only verify that <ß(0 =$„(£>) and G(£) = QP(£) for

PG0(n), ÖGlr-(ß)- First, Q(£)CQp(£). For let gGO(£) and p£-P. Then
0(P)G^(Q), pEPCyCiP) and gGQ?0(£) = 0(£). Hence £P2 for all
pG£. Second, Op(£)CO(£). For, let gGOP(£)- For every paEP, there

exists a öaG^(Q) such that oGG<ß(<2«) and £„£$((?«). Then qG(^C$(Qa)

= 0(W$(2„). But £ = WpaCW^ß(2a, hence aGO(UÇQa)CO(P).
Proof that $(Q) = $„((?) for QG'Z'(ß) involves no new difficulty and is even

simpler.

Remark. The latter half of Theorem 5 holds even if the sets 4(T1), <Kß) are

complete ordered lattices of sets £, Q under set inclusion, with set intersection

effective as g.l.b.

Theorem 6. A Cl-3 closure operator defined on a complete lattice ty =</>(II)

of subsets P of a set Tí which covers II and has set intersection for (i\) can be

extended to a Cl-3 closure on all subsets of II.

Let £—>£* be the closure on $. Define for every set XCII the set

Xt = n(£G$, £*=£, PDX), which is a closure by Theorem 2.

Theorem 7. Every Cl-3 closure on all subsets P of a set II is the galois closure

defined by a binary relation between II and a suitable set Q.

Define Í2 as the class of all closed sets C of II. Define pp C between the ele-

ments pGII and CE.il to mean pGC. We must prove £* = $pOP(£). Now

Qp(£) = (C;CGfl;iGC,all£G£)=(C;CGfi, 0£), and <ßpOp(£) = (£Gn,
pGall CDP)=n(C; CEU, 0£)=£* by (S3 of Theorem 1.

Corollary 3. Every Cl-3 closure relation P* on a complete ordered set ^8

of subsets of a set Tí which covers Tí is defined by the galois closure $PQP(£) of a

binary relation between II awd a suitable set ß.

Theorem 8. A Cl-4 closure operator (*) defined on a complete boolean alge-

bra ^ß=0(II) of subsets, of a set covering II (set union and set intersection) can

be extended to a Cl-4 closure operator on all subsets of II.

We need only verify that Xj = r\(C; CG$; C* = C, CDX) satisfies C4.

ForX, FCn, (XUF)tCXtUFt. For let zG(XUF)t, but not to XfWFf.
Then there exist closed sets COX, C2Z)Y with zGCi, 3GC2. But C4 holds

in Ç, and (Q\JC2) = (C^JC2)* is closed and contains IU F. Since zEiXU F)t,

ZGC1WC2, we have a contradiction.

Thus the topological closures on boolean algebras of restricted subsets

of II are realized by ordinary topologies of II (cf. Terasaka [14]).

Remark. Since the MacNeille completion  [9] embeds a partially ordered
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set 'iß in a complete ordered set of subsets of $ with preservation of order and

(unrestricted) intersection and union, it is clear that every Cl-3 closure on <ß

is essentially a Cl-3 closure on a partially ordered set of subsets of a set,

and hence extensible to all subsets of that set.

5. Krull topologization. We now phrase a question of the following sort.

Given a family Q=^(ß) of subsets Q of a set ß on which a Cl-3 closure (*)

is defined, under what circumstances is it possible to define a Hausdorff to-

pology in ß in such way that a set Q£0 is (*) closed if and only if it is topo-

logically closed. In this section we give a partial answer suggested by the

remarkable paper of Krull [8].

Example 8 (Krull). Let $ = {a} be an algebraic field over ®0, ß the group

of all its ^-isomorphisms q, and the binary relation apq, the condition aq=a,

between JÎ and ß. One defines ®0(Q) and ßP(7f) for Q a subset of ß, K a subset

of $ in the usual way (cf. §4). A set K is galois-closed, K = $pßp(70, if and

only if it is a field. If a subset QCß is galois-closed, Q = ßP$P(Q), it is a sub-

group, but not every subgroup is closed. We may regard O as the subgroup

lattice of ß and Q—->£>* = ßP$P(Q) a closure operator on O. Krull shows how

a Hausdorff topology may be defined for the elements (points) of ß so that

a group Q of O is galois closed if and only if it is topologically closed.

We couch Krull's essential idea in the following general way:

Theorem 9. Let ty be a complete lattice with unit 1, Q the lattice of all sub-

groups Q of a group ß = {q ], additively written, admitting a galois correspond-

ence Gl, 2 with O(l) =0. Suppose "iß contains a family g of elements F such that

gl. For 7i, 72£g, one has 7iV72£8.

$2. Every P£*iß is a union \/Fa of Fa's in 8-

For every 7£8, g£ß, define the coset g + 0(7) as a neighborhood of q.

Then ß is a Hausdorff space (topological group if O (7) is invariant for all

P£8).
If 8 has the further property
g3. For every 7£8, 0£O, one has 0<ß(C)C<2+0(7), the set of all sums

ii+22, ÇiGÇ, g2GO(7), then the subgroup Q is galois closed if and only if it is

closed in the neighborhood topology.

I. gGg+0(7).
IL g'Gg + 0(7) implies q'+ £x(F) = q+£l(F).
III. (g + D(7i)n(g + 0(72)) = ç + (0(71)nO(72)) =q + 0(FiVFi).
IV. For qX9^q2 there exists an 7£8 such that gi + 0(7) and g2+0(7)

are disjoint. For, if for every 7 the neighborhoods intersect, one has — g2+gi

£0(70, all 7. But 0 = 0(1) = 0(V.7a)=^07„ contains -22+01^0, which

is a contradiction.

V. For every 7, gi+g2+0(7) =gi + 0(7)+g2+0(7) for 0(7) invariant.

VI. For every 7,  -(o + 0(7)) = -g + 0(7) for £1(7) invariant.
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Thus the axioms are established for a topological group.

VII. Let Q be galois closed. Since then Q = 0(P) for some P, namely

$((?), we show that every O(P) is closed in the Krull topology. Let g be a limit

point of O(P), and P=V7«, 7«G8- For every Fa there is a g«£0(P)

CO(7„) such that g„£g+0(P«,). Thus g£0(7a), all 7«. But O(P)
= 0(V/7a) =nO(7a) contains g. Hence g£0(P) and O(P) is topologically

closed.

We use 83 only in the final step.

VIII. Suppose Q is topologically closed. We prove g£O^JQ implies g a

limit point of Q. One has for every 7, 0?QCÖ+0(7), g=gi+g2, gi£(?,

g»£0(7). Hence gi£g+0(7), gi£Ö.

Corollary 4. Under the conditions %l, 2 of Theorem 9, the Krull topology

is zero-dimensional and hence totally disconnected.

For every neighborhood O(P) of the zero is closed.

Theorem 10. If the set 8L 2 of Theorem 9 contains a denumerable sequence

F1QF2 • • ■ such that every F is covered by some Fn~)F then the Krull topology

is metrizable.

For every g£ß, « = 1, 2, • • • define Un(q) =g+0(7„). Since every neigh-

borhood Î7(g) is of the form q + Q(F) and PC7« for some re, U(q)DUn(q).

The Un(q) form a basis for the Krull space, and Un+i(q) C Un(q)- Also, for

every g£ß, re = l, 2, • • • , there is an m = m(q, n)=n itself, such that

Um(q)(~\Um(q') non-void implies Um(q')CZUn(q). For if cosets g+0(7m) and

g'+0(7m) intersect, they coincide, and Um(q') = U„(q') = U„(q). The metriza-

tion follows from the theorem of Frink [7]. The metric is simply 5(g, g') = 1/w

where re is the first m for which g+0(7m) and q'+£t(Fm) are disjoint.

The application to Example 8 of algebraic fields is of course clear. The

P's are simply the finite algebraic subfields of $. However, we proceed to

apply Theorem 9 to the linear functional space of a Banach space.

6. On Banach spaces. Let II be a Banach space, and ß the space of all

linear functionals q on II to the real field. Consider the binary relation ppq

between II and ß defined by q(p)=0. This defines a galois correspondence

between the subsets of II and those of ß. P->£tp(P), ()-><ßp(0, PCIL QCß.
Banach [3, p. 57] proves that for every norm-closed subspace PCII and ele-

ment p(¡.P, there is a linear functional g such that g(P) =0 but q(p) =1. It

follows that a subset PCÜ is galois-closed, P = ^PQP(P), if and only if P

is a norm-closed subspace. However, it is not true that every closed sub-

space Q of ß is galois closed, 0P$P(Q) =Q (cf. Banach loc. cit. p. 116). The

subspaces Q of ß which are galois closed are called regularly closed by Banach.

Banach shows that a subspace Q of ß is regularly closed if and only if it is

closed in a topology of transfinite sequences, and for II separable, if and only
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if it is closed in the topology of weak convergence in 0. Alaoglu [l] has re-

cently characterized regular closure in terms of Moore-Smith convergence.

We shall show how a Krull topology may be introduced into ß in such a

way that a subspace Q of ß is galois (that is, regularly) closed if and only if it

is closed in the Krull topology. Separability is not assumed, and the Krull

topology defines a topological group on ß.

Our topology is closely related to that of Birkhoff [4] for general Haus-

dorff spaces, but differs in that our space ß is not a transformation group of II.

Theorem 11. The set $ of all subspaces of a Banach space II is a complete

lattice with unit Tí, and the set C of all subspaces of the linear functional space

ß admits with Iß a galois correspondence determined by the relation qip)=0,

far ppq; also O(II) =0. $ contains the family % of all finite dimensional sub-

spaces of II, and these satisfy 3ii-3. A subspace Q of ß is galois closed ithat is,

regularly closed) if and only if it is closed in the Krull topology of Theorem 9.

There is a lattice isomorphism between the norm-closed subspaces of II and the

regularly closed subspaces of ß.

We need only verify $3. Let £ be a finite dimensional subspace of II,

with basis xi, • • ■ , xn, Q any subspace of ß. Then FC^tyiQ) is a subspace of

F=(xi, • • • , xn). Every linear functional q of ß defines a linear functional

qF on £ to £. Hence Q defines a space Qp of linear functionals on £ to £.

If gGO(£n$(<2)), then qF(Fr\^(Q)) =0. But FC\^(Q) is precisely the sub-
space of £ annihilated by all functionals of Qp. Hence qpf-Qp, since for finite

dimensional spaces the orthogonal complement is idempotent. Thus there

exists a g'GQ such that q and q' have the same effect on £. Thus — q'+q

GO(£), qEQ+CiF), and C^QCC(Fr\^(Q))CQ+C(F).

Corollary 5. Every infinite dimensional subspace Q of ß is dense in itself.

Hence every regularly closed such subspace is perfect (in the Krull topology).

Let Q be »-dimensional. It suffices to show that for every £G5 there is

a q^O of Q in 0+O(£), that is, Qr\C(F)^0. If QF denotes the space of all
linear functionals defined on £ by elements of Q, one has Qp^Q/ Qi\C(F).

Since Qp is finite dimensional, and Q co-dimensional, Qr\C(F)?¿0 (cf. Krull

[8]).
Although the Krull topology and that of weak convergence serve equally

well to characterize the regularly closed subspaces of ß for separable II, they

are not equivalent topologies since the latter is not a Hausdorff topology:

Q**yiQ* in general (cf. Banach [3, p. 209]).

While Theorem 9 provides a partial answer to the general question raised

at the beginning of §5, which covers infinite algebraic number fields and

Banach spaces, it is apparently rather special in its use of the family %.

We shall see later that the condition g3 fails in the case of primary abelian
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groups, and that while the Krull topology is of some interest in itself, it fails

to characterize the galois closed subgroups.

7. A necessary and sufficient condition. Let ß be a group on whose sub-

group lattice O is defined a Cl-3 closure Q—*Q*.

Theorem 12. 7w order that there exist a Cl-4 closure X—*X\ on the subsets

of ß such that, for a subgroup Q,

(a) Qt is a subgroup of ß,

(b) Qt = Q if and only if Q* = Q,
it is necessary and sufficient that,

(c) for groups Q, Qi, ■ ■ ■ , Qn, QCQi*V ■ ■ ■ KJQ* implies Q*CQi*V ■ • •
WQ„*.

Necessity. We note first that for a group Q, Q* = Q]. Since Q* is a group

and Q** = Q*, from (b), Q*j = Q*DQ and Q* = Q*tDQt- Since by (a), Çt is a
group, and Qtt = Qt. from (b) Q]* = Q]DQ. Thus <2t = <2t*D(?*. Hence if
QCQi*V • • • \JQ*,   we   have   Q* = QtC(Qi*V • • ■ VQW^Q^KJ • • •
UÖn*t = Öi*U • • -\JQ*.

Sufficiency. Define X^ = (~\ (all finite set unions ^,*Qi*~)X). Clearly

XiDX. Moreover Xft = ̂  (all finite Y.QfDXftCXi since all the *Z,Q*DX
surely contain Xf. Finally, C3 is trivial, and (XKJY)f = C\ (finite ^Q*

~)X^JY)CZX^'<JY^, since the latter under the distributive law appears as

an intersection of finite ^,Q*~)X*UY.

We now prove Qt = Q* for any subgroup Q, from which (a) and (b) fol-

low at once. By definition, QtCO*. But since öt = ^(Zö<*D0). by (c)

YtQfDQ if and only if J^QfDQ*. Hence Qt = <2*tDC*-

Theorem 13. 7re order that there exist a Cl-4, C7 (topological) closure

X—*X] on the subsets of ß, such that (a) and (b) of Theorem 12 obtain, it is

necessary and sufficient that

(d) for groups Q, Qi, ■ • • , Qn and elements qu ■ ■ ■ , qm, either n or m of which

maybezero,QCQi*<J • • • VJ()„*UgAJ • • • KJqm implies Q*CQ?\J • ■ ■ VQ*
UgiU • • • Ug„.

Necessity. As before, we prove Q \ = Q* for a group Q, and Q*t = Q*. Hence

if the hypothesis of (d) holds, we have Q* = QtCQi*^ • • ■ UQi*tUgitU • • •

Wgmt = &*U • • • UÇn*WgiU ■ • • Ugm.
Sufficiency. Define X\ as the set intersection of all finite set unions

<2i*VJ ■ • • *UQ*\Jqi\J ■ • • \Jqm containing X (either re or m may be zero).

We verify Cl-4 as before, and obviously p\ = p hence C7. Again (a) and (b)

follow from the result that Q* = Qt for a subgroup Q. The proof is just as

above.

Corollary 6. For a topologization Cl-4, 7 of o (*) closure in ß, it is neces-

sary that Q* — Qfor a finite subgroup Q.
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For we can write Q = CiU • • • Wgm and condition (d) implies Q*dqi

U • • • VJqm = Q.
We remark that the Krull topology satisfies Cl-4, 7, (a) and (b) and

hence (d). (a) holds because the topological closure of a subgroup of a topo-

logical group is a group.

8. On primary abelian groups. Let II be a primary abelian group of char-

acteristic it, a prime number, with total (proper) automorphism group ß. The

binary relation ppq meaning q(p) =p on elements pGII, cGß defines a galois

correspondence $P(<2) and QP(£) on QCß, £CÜ in the usual way (cf. §5).

This induces a galois correspondence on the subgroup lattices $ of II and O

of ß. Denote by g the set of all subgroups £ of II the periods of whose ele-

ments are bounded.

Theorem 14. The set % of subgroups of elements of bounded periods satisfies

$1, 2 of Theorem 9 and the condition of Theorem 10. The corresponding Krull

topology converts ß into a zero-dimensional, metrizable topological group.

For gl is obvious, and $2 is valid since every subgroup £CLT is a union

of the cyclic groups of all its elements. Let £„ be the (characteristic) group of

all elements whose period is less than or equal to tt". This sequence satisfies

the condition of Theorem 10. The theorem follows from Theorems 9, 10 and

Corollary 4.
However examples show $3 Iaus and this topology fails to characterize

the galois closed subgroups Q = C$Q. For non-topological characterization,

see Shiffman [13].
The topology of Theorem 13 should be compared with an analogous but

different topology introduced by G. Birkhoff [4]. We make no further at-

tempt to discuss topologies for ß, but show how Theorem 12 combined with

results of Baer [2] throws light on the galois closed subgroups £ = $Q£ of II.

We quote briefly the results of Baer which we use below. Define iriH = (all

w'p; p€zTT), and -^"11 = ^(^11, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■). Define pœII = maximal sub-

group £ such that tt£ = £. If 7r^2, then $Q(0)=0. For if <$C(0)Dp?iO,

p is left fixed by every automorphism in Q(0) =ß. Since p—*—p is an auto-

morphism we have p= —p, 2p = 0, ir = 2.

If 7i-n = 0 and 7T^2, then ^C(P)/P = tT(U/P). If tt^2, %C(P) =£ for
all £CII if and only if either ir^LT^O or the periods of the elements of LT are

bounded.

We now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 15. If Tl is a primary abelian group with tt^2 and ir"II = 0, then

condition (c) of Theorem 12 holds for subgroups £CII, and the closure £t there

defined satisfies Cl-4. A subgroup P is galois closed, £ = 1ß£5.(£), if and only

if it is (f) closed.

Let £C£i*W • • • yJPn* where £* means <ßO(£), where £, £1, • • • , £„
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are subgroups of II. By Baer's result, £*/£ = 7r"(II/£), that is, £* =

r^iir'iTi/P)). Let p0G£*. Then coset po+PGir'iTl/P), for all i. Write

po+P = iriipi+P) and po^ir'pi+PÍ, pi G£, ¿ = 1, 2, • • • . Since p/ EP
C£*^ • • • ^JP*, an infinite subsequence £¿ must fall in one of the

Pi*, say £1*. Thus po = TikPik+p'ti, po+Pi*=irikipik+Pi*). Since iriU/Pi*)

Dir2(TL/Pi*)D • • • we must have po+PifETri(Tl/PÍ!), for all i, and .p0+£i*

Cir"(n/£i*) = [0] since Pi* is galois-closed. Hence p0+£i* = £i* and poEPi*.

We have thus £*C£i*U • • • U£n*.

9. Topologization theorems. Although the theorems of §7 were stated with

reference to the subgroup lattice of a group, for convenience in discussing

the applications, no use was made of the group properties. We have really

proved the following theorems.

Theorem 16. Let ß be a set of elements q, C any partially ordered set of

subsets QCß containing ß awd closed under f~\, which admits a Cl-3 closure

Q—>Q*. In order that there exist a Cl-4 closure X-*X\ on the subsets XCß

such that, for QEC,

(a) çteo,
(b) Q\ = QifandonlyifQ* = Q,

it is necessary and sufficient that

ic)forQ,Qi, ■ • -,QneC,QCQi*V ■ ■ -VQ*impliesQ*CQi*V • • -VQ*.

Theorem 17. 7w order that there exist a Cl-4, C7 itopological) closure

X—»Xt on the subsets XQQ such that (a), (b) of Theorem 16 hold for ÇGO,
it is necessary and sufficient that

(d) for Q, Qi, • • • , QnGO, qi, • ■ • , gmGß ieither n or m may be 0),
QCQi*V ■ ■ ■ KJQ*Vqi\J ■ ■ • KJqm implies Q*CQi*V ■ ■ ■ VQ*Vqi\J ■ ■ •
Ugm.
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